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Over 80% of journals in the Medical Library are listed in the Thomson Reuters Citation Indexes/Web of Science®. Top ranked journals include:

- **Critical Reviews in Clinical Laboratory Sciences** publishes comprehensive and high quality review articles in all areas of clinical laboratory science.
- **Critical Reviews in Toxicology** provides up-to-date, objective analyses of topics related to the mechanisms of action, responses, and assessment of health risks due to toxicant exposure.
- **Drug Metabolism Reviews** provides critically needed reviews of an impressive array of drug metabolism research covering established, new, and potential drugs; environmentally toxic chemicals; absorption; metabolism and excretion; and enzymology of all living species.
- **International Reviews of Immunology** publishes the most current information on basic and translational research in immunology and related fields.
- **Nanotoxicology** invites contributions addressing research relating to the potential for human and environmental exposure, hazard and risk associated with the use and development of nano-structured materials.
- **World Journal of Biological Psychiatry** is published on behalf of the World Federation of Societies of Biological Psychiatry.

**International society affiliations**

Benefit from key research published by leading authorities in their field including:

- American Academy of Clinical Toxicology
- American Association of Poison Control Centers
- British Fertility Society
- European Association of Poisons Centres and Clinical Toxicologists
- European Society of General Practice/Family Medicine
- Institute of Medical Illustrators
- Society for Medical Innovation and Technology
- Society of British Neurological Surgeons
- The World Federation of Neurology Research Group on Motor Neuron Diseases
- World Federation of Societies of Biological Psychiatry

**Notable authors**

Sir Howard Florey, President of the Royal Society, published in *Journal of the Institute of Health Education*.

Yoshinori Ohsumi, winner of the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 2016, published in *Autophagy*.

Lewis C. Cantley, winner of the Wolf Prize in Medicine in 2016, published in *Oncoimmunology* and *Molecular & Cellular Oncology*.

Philippa Marrack, winner of the Wolf Prize in Medicine in 2015, published in *Expert Review of Clinical Immunology*.
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Fully responsive interface.
Start exploring world-renowned academic research with Taylor & Francis Online.

The platform has:
- A clean, intuitive and responsive user interface
- Enhanced discoverability
- Easy-to-use search and browse functionalities

Taylor & Francis Online:
Key Features

For researchers
- Intuitive and readable article layout puts the content at the center, organizes figures & data, references, citations and article statistics into easily accessible tabs, and highlights access options and the article PDF.
- Navigation menus stay in place as readers move around the site, making it easy to access key sections and tools wherever they are on the page.
- Enhanced discoverability with multi-faceted search makes finding articles and journals simpler and faster, with options to filter by subject, publication date and access options.
- Easy manuscript submission, clear information and instructions designed to meet the needs of anyone looking to publish their research.

For journal editors and learned societies
- Prominent journal branding, making it easy for readers to identify and access key journals. Journal titles and covers are elevated and journal pages offer an improved display of related and key content using a streamlined and easy to read new “card” design.
- Improved video display in HTML5 provides more impact for journals with video abstracts or video content.

For librarians
- Manage your account details with dedicated My Account area
- Link Taylor & Francis online journal content with your library catalog
- Track your institution’s usage with COUNTER-compliant statistics
- Share research using social bookmarks
- Upload your library’s logo
- Obtain RSS Feeds
- Create marked lists
- Manage alerts to publications and articles
- Set up your link resolvers. Taylor & Francis Online works with numerous link resolver vendors to ensure their knowledge bases are updated.
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